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This thesis constructed an analysis frame of the democratic parties' interest 
expression function on the basis of the Theory of Party Adaptability and the Political 
System Theory, thus putting forward some countermeasures and suggestions for 
enhancement. Interest expression is one of the most fundamental functions of a party. 
With the development of Chinese democratic politics, the status and effect of the 
democratic parties in China's political system become more and more prominent, 
which requires the democratic parties to function better at their role,including the 
interest expression function. This article divides the development process of the 
democratic parties' interest expression function since the founding of the People's 
Republic of China into three main period: the period of initial function, the period of 
stagnation and the period of restore function and development. Sorting from the three 
functions of democratic parties' participation in Political Participation, Democratic 
Supervision and Political Consultation under the leadership of the Communist Party 
of China, the dissertation analyses the current democratic parties in expressing interest. 
On the whole, the current expression of the interests of the Democratic Party function 
is still relatively weak, in compatible with their status and function. Consequently, the 
article concludes five problems in the present democratic parties' interest expression 
function: lack of social recognition of the interest expression function, weakness of 
the competitive power of the interest expression function, imperfect of the interest 
expression system, unable to adapt changes in interest expression function, and 
incoherence of their main regions of the democratic parties. Therefore, the author 
argues the main causes of these problems are that the current Chinese political system 
weakened the expression of interests of the democratic parties, and the interests 
expression system of single-channel restricts the expression of the interests of the 
democratic parties. Meanwhile, the Chinese Communist Party's adaptability lessened 
the social basis of the democratic parties, as well as the democratic parties’ characters 
affect the expression of the interests of themselves. Finally, some countermeasures 













greater institutional space, strengthen the overall level of the interests of society 
expression mechanism, strengthening the construction of the interest expression 
system in the implementation of the three functions of the democratic parties, broaden 
the organizational space of democratic parties, establish and improve the interests of 
the democratic parties within the expression mechanism, reconstructing three parties 
dimension of democratic parties. 
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2016 年 7 月，中共中央召开党外人士座谈会，就当前经济形势和下半年经
济工作听取意见建议，八个民主党派中央的负责人就供给侧改革、脱贫攻坚等发
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